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6 -- Persecution of the Jews

Foreword

Adolf Hitler in one of his many tirades in Mein Kampf made the statement:
"The most extreme contrast to the Aryan is the Jew," and added elsewhere in that

work: "We need not he surprised that among our people the personification of

the Devil as the symbol of all evil assumes the very form of the Jew."

His hatred for the Jews has since taken terrible form* On January 30, 1933,
he become Reich Chancellor, and at the end of the following March a German

Government decree was issued ordering that Jewish children in schools were to be

seated apart from the others* On April 1 of that year there was a one-day

general boycott in the Reich of all Jews and non-Aryans*.

Such was the beginning* Since then Germany has occupied a great part

of Europe, and Nazi anti-Semitic policy and behaviour have grown in cruelty until

today it is the openly declared Nazi intention to "go on waging this war until

the Jews have been wiped off the face of the earth," (The quotation is from a

speech made by Dr. Ley, German Labour Minister, to armament workers at Essen,

reported by the German News Agency on December 4 of this year) •

That the Nazis are now making every effort to succeed in this intention is

apparent from recent news. In the middle of this year it became known that

measures of extermination against Jewish communities wore being intensified,

Reports from varied and unquestionable sources confirmed that Jews were being

deported from their homes and sent to concentration camps in other countries

(notably Poland) in ever-increasing numbers, and that a large proportion of them

were being put to death by methods utterly foreign to any known standards of

human behaviour.

A general picture of what is happening is contained in this Statement,

issued by the Inter-Allied Information Committee, representing the Allied

Governments in London, No attempt has been made to present a complete historical

record - that would not be possible, for many of the details have been enshrouded

in death itself - but sufficient is shown to reveal the continent-wide consistency

of tho persecution that is now taking place* The Statement thus presents but a

summary of evidence. It is also a terrible indictment*
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The Allied Governments have just made a declaration of solemn protest
against the crimes that arc being committed against the Jews* In their protest

they warn the criminals responsible that punishment will be inevitable and severe.

The reasons for that protest and that warning are in the pages which follow.

Georges Schooner,
Chairman,
Interallied Information Committee,
London.

18th December, 1942.

Introduction

Persecution of the Jews in the enemy-occupied countries of Europe began, in

general, very shortly after Axis invasion, and a brief study of the information

provided in this Statement shows that the anti-Semitic decrees which have been

published and the outrages which have resulted from then form part of a well-

calculated and carefully organised campaign*

At first both decrees and treatment were, by comparison with later events,

mild* They concentrated mainly upon the stripping from Jews of their civil rights,
the removal of Jews from administrative jobs, discrimination in the matter of rations,
the sequestration of private property and businesses, and the general banning of

Jews from certain public streets and conveyances, and from ordinary schools and

specified shops*

Then, when the Jews had thus been differentiated from the rest of the

population, the pace and intensity of persecution grew* Large numbers of Jews were

arrested and thrown into concentration camps, where filthy conditions prevailed - the

unfortunate prisoners were denied the use of even the most elementary aids to

sanitation* Deportations became more frequent and the numbers of those deported

increased* Jews were made to leave their homes and were crowded into communal

lodgings; the homes Were given to German settlers. Children were separated from

their mothers, and wives from their husbands,' Forced labour on slave wages was

common.

As a background to all this, reports were received from tine to tine of

torture, and murder, of Jews being exterminated for no other reason than that they

were Jews,

Finally in the middle of the year 1942, when many people thought that such

horrors had reached a climax, there came news of a general intensification of anti-

Jew measures. Evidence was forthcoming of a plan of extermination which transcends

anything in history, a plan which is revealed and formulated by Ley (see Foreword)
and by Rosenberg at a meeting of the Reich Chamber of Labour in November, Both

these Nazi leaders have stated unequivocally that the German object is nothing

less than the utter destruction of Jewish life.

That destruction is proceeding - amongst .other methods, by shootings and by

lethal gas. And it is not isolated in one country, but is continent-wide*

Contemplation of statistics must add to the revulsion the civilised world

feels* Early in December 1942 the State Department in Washington gave some figures

showing that the number of Jewish victims deported or "perished" since 1939 in

Axis-controlled Europe now reaches the appalling figure of two million, and that

five million are in danger of extermination*

/BELGIUM
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BELGIUM

At the beginning of their occupation of Belgium the Germans declared that

the "Jewish question" was a purely internal matter to be solved by the Belgians

themselves. They started however an intense propaganda campaign through the

press, radio and cinema and urged such Belgian authorities as remained to take

strong measures against the Jews,

These efforts were unsuccessful, so, against international law and the

Belgian Constitution, the Germans made a series of decrees concerning Belgian

Jewry; these comprised compulsory registration, declaration of property and

public advertisement of their business premises, prohibition to take public

office, to teach or to plead, Jewish children were forced to attend special
schools.

To the annoyance of the Nazis these measures met with but little response
from the Belgian population. From the occupying authorities however, the Jews

in Belgium underwent a succession of insults, suffered "the law's delay, the

insolence of office", some were arrested and taken to a concentration camp at

Brendonck, near Antwerp, or directed to a special labour camp near Brussels,
others, taking part in the underground fight against the enemy paid with their

lives for their devotion to their country.

It was not until May 1942 that the actual extermination of theJews was

decided upon, apparently by order from Berlin, The military authorities took

stringent measures; the Jews were forbidden to leave Belgium, obliged to carry

a distinctive badge, excluded from the medical profession, put under curfew from

8 p.m. to 7 a.m., and allowed to settle only in Brussels, Antwerp and Charleroi,

On the 15th of May 1942 the German Governor published a decree tantamount

to an order of extermination of all Jews residing in Belgium, Men from the age

of 18 to 60 and women from 20 to 55 were obliged on pain of removal to a German

concentration camp to accept any form of work offered therm by the "Offices du

Travail” (a German creation) no matter their health, family obligations or

business. This work takes place far from their homes, with insufficient rations,
is underpaid, and carried out in conditions positively injurious to health;

The first deportations started in July, when the Jews, summarily called up,

were herded together in stations and sent to unknown destinations in the East;

probably Silesia or Poland, They were seen leaving Liege, then Charleroi, con-

voy after convoy. Men, women and childred were arbitrarily separated by their

executioners. In October the persecution grew worse; any bearer of the Jewish

star was in danger of being rounded up by idle Gestapo and sent to a selecting

camp in Mechelen, where he remained in a state of acute physical and moral misery
until his deportation. Two thousand Jews wore collected one evening in Brussels

and thrown into captivity.

According to a German newspaper 25,000 of the 52,000 Jews living in Belgium
in 1941 had beenaccounted for in this way up to the end of November 1942, It

should be noted that the statistics ore German since no census of religious
beliefs was ever made in Belgium before the war.

The fate of the Jews who have been deported, is a matter of acute concern.

Some have arrived in Lodz, in Poland, where they work under military supervision.
Two hundred Belgian Jews were shot during a wholesale massacre in Riga, and it is

to be feared that others mil share the fate of their Polish co-religionists.

/The Jewish
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The Jewish persecution is the most floorant outrage perpetrated by
the Germans in Belgium. The deportations of innocent men, women and

children come as a new proof of German Barbarism to a people who have

already experienced it in two wars, Many have risked heavy punish-
ment in helping the Jews, end especially their children, to escape

the clutches of the Germans. Members of the clergy arc prominent in

these efforts.

The Belgian Prime Minister summed up the unanimous feeling of the

Belgians in this telegram recently sent to the Board of Deputies of

British Jews; "Germany 's treatment of the Jews is one of the darkest

dramas in history. Victory will put an end to it for the dignity of

of humanity,"

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The development of anti-Jewish policy in the so-called Protectorate

of Bohemia and Moravia and in the State of Slovakia took different "legal"
forms* There, were 90,000 Jews in the protectorate and about 95,000 in

Slovakia on the day of the German occupation.

In Bohemia and Moravia on the day of the occupation the Germans

drove, Jewsrout of editorial offices of Czech newspapers and out of theatres;
a few days; later all Jewish civil servants were' dismissed, and lawyers
and doctors were driven out of their practices, German "trustees" were

sent into Jewish businesses, Jews were arrested by the thousand and

sent to concentration camps after being tortured in the Gestapo head-

quarters. Hundreds died before they reached the camps, others lost

their lives there.

Jewish labour "battalions" were sent to the various labour camps

and ghettoes which had in the meantime been established in the Lublin

district,

The confiscation of Jewish property followed swiftly. The

Jewish population was forced to cede their homes to the hundreds of

thousands of German newcomers and to settle in communal-lodgings. They

were subjected to innumerable humiliating orders and persecutions,
from a strict curfew to the ban on numerous streets and squares; from

shopping restrictions allowing them to shop only during one hour a day,
to the exclusion of Jews from clothing coupons and certain essential

food rations and even many unrationed foodstuffs. There was'an order

forbidding barbers from attending to Jewish customers and laundries

from doing Jewish washing, Jews in'Prague(there' were 46,000 of them)
were forbidden to ride on trams and buses and even children were not

allowed to use public conveyances to take them to the only Jewish

schools which they were allowed to attend. Forced labour was ordered

for men and women between 18 and 60.

In December 1941 a central Jewish home for old people was established

in Terezin, a Middle Ages prison-fortress town in Central Bohemia, By
the end of July 1942, 40,000 men and women aged between 65 and 80

were in the Terezin Ghetto; 10,000 arc of Czechoslovak origin. No

communication with the outer world had been allowed up to the end of

September, 1942.

In June 1942 the mass deportation of Czech Jews to Poland set

in. Up to the end of October, 1942 more than 72,000 Jews left

Bohemia and Moravia (including those 10,000 locked up in Terezin,)

/in Slovakia
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In Slovakia a decree issued on the 9th September, 1941
>

containing the

so-called "Jewish code", was the "legal" basis for the destruction of Jewish

life, Jews were deprived of all kinds of property, including their most

personal belongings, and they were allowed to draw each week only 150 crowns

(£1.3.0) for each family from the frozen bank accounts. Those without deposit
accounts had to live on slave wages; most of them were concentrated in fourteen

ghettoes and put to forced labour.

On May 15, 1942, a
constitutional law was passed by the totalitarian

Slovak Parliament providing for/ the expatriation and deportation of all Jews,

65,000 Jews, men, women and children were deported to the Polish ghettoes up

to the end of October, Children were separated from their mothers, and women

from their husbands. But the Germans were not satisfied with these results

and urged the Slovak Government to clear the country of the last Jew, Therefore

a special commission ms set up at the Slovak Ministry of the Interior on the

10th November 1942 to consider the final solution of the Jewish problem; the

deportation of the remaining 20,000,

The fate of those deported from Bohemia and Moravia and from Slovakia is

entirely in the hands of the Germans, The situation in the Polish ghettoes and

labour camps is well-known from the reports published by the Polish Government,

It is no better in Terezin, It is known to the Czechoslovak Government that

about 5,000 Czechoslovak Jews have been sent to the Warsaw ghetto where they share

the fate of all the other inmates, Czechoslovak Jews also formed a large part
of the 45,000 inhabitants of the Lunlin ghetto which, it is reported, has been

"removed". Many Jews were' sent to Lodz; and a number of young men to the salt-

mines at Oswiecim, to White Russia and to the Ukraine, One report speaks of

several parties working on German fortifications near the front. Not a day

passes without someone being whipped or dragged off to slave labour,. Shooting
is heard so often that it no longer is cause for comment. If anyone reports
unfit for work or ill, he is considered- a saboteur and many have already been

put against the wall. One report says; "All of us are more shadows, people
die in the streets, their corpses lie about for days."

FRANCE

The great round-up of Jews in France, during which the most hideous

atrocities were committed, began on the night of July 12, 1942, and in Paris,

reached its height on July 15 and the following day. The whole resources of

the prefecture of Police of Paris were mobilised, A series of drag-nets were

thrown around every street in which Jews were known to be living. Many Jews

were dragged from their homes; others /ore ejected from hospitals. At the

Rothschild Hospital, normally reserved for Inmates of the concentration camp at

Drancy, a certain Deniker, notorious for his cruelties at the Jewish camp at

Compiegne, personally directed the evictions, whip in hand. Among the patients

thrown out at this hospital was a cancer case who had been operated upon twelve

hours before; another was a woman beside whose bed the police stood whilst she

was being delivered of a child.

These are typical of the many atrocities which marked the mass arrest of

Jews in Paris, during which it is recorded that some three hundred of these

unfortunate people committed suicide, Jewesses were seen to throw their babies

out of top-floor windows and then themselves jump to death, screaming.

/Twenty-eight
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Twenty-eight thousand men, women and children were herded into the Pare des Princes

and the Velodrom d’Hiver; the former was reserved for women, the latter for men.

Children over three years old were separated from their mothers, about 5,000 of them

being herded together in three school buildings. They were taken there in lorries,
after their parents had been seized and their homes locked up by the police. A

number of the smaller children were unable to give their names, and could not be

identified.

Conditions at the camps to which the adults were transferred are of the worst,

being without proper sanitation, medical supplies or kitchen equipment. The prison-
ers are. inadequately fed, and are without the. most elementary comforts.

In and around Paris, Jews of so-called foreign origin, against whom Germany’s
and Vichy’s anti-Semitic policy is ostensibly directed, formed the majority of the

victims, but in the provinces arrests were made, among French and foreign Jews alike,
even those who had volunteered for service with the French Army in 1914-18, The

round-up Was accompanied with every circumstances of brutality. Children separated
from their parents were simply left in the streets with no-one to care for them;
others were sent to workhouses and institutions where all trace of their identity
was lost.

The Vichy Government agreed to surrender to Germany all "foreign” Jews in the

"Occupied” zone (as it then was) and, in addition, 10,000 Jews from the "Unoccupied"

zone. The number of arrests greatly exceeded that figure, and by September 1942, it

was estimated that 10,000 had already been deported to Germany from the concentration

camps of Gers, Rivesalter, Verret, Pau, Perpignan and Marseilles,

Acts of terrorism have increased in number. In addition the famous Paris

synagogue in the Rue de la Victoire has been plundered, Minor repressive measures

directed against Jews in Paris include a ban against them using the telephone; there

is only one hour in the day - the hour before closing tine - during which they may

visit the shops.

Before the deportation began, Vichy had, over a period of two years, passed a

great deal of anti-semitic legislation. Administrative steps Wore taken against Jews

in professions, and the regime of the ”yellow-star” identification was instituted.

France, traditional defender of tolerance and racial equality in Europe, has

reacted violently against these measures. The population has missed no chance to

show its strong resentment and has repeatedly given active help to the persecuted

Jews, thereby knowingly running great risks in a humane effort to alleviate the

terrible sufferings of these unfortunate people,

GREECE

Information reaching London from the underground newspaper "E Mahoneme Ellas”

(Fighting Greece) and from other sources reveal something of the recent position of

Jews in Axis-occupiod Greece.

In the month of August 1942 the German authorities ordered all male Jews between

the ages of 16 and 40 to assemble in Salonika, the intention being, apparently to

send them to a specially organised ghetto to be established in Crete, When 9,000 had

been rounded up, the Germans paraded them; and forced them to march and run for two

hours, then beat them indiscriminately. About 100 of the prisoners fell unconscious

as a result of this treatment, and two died. Informers who were present pointed out

those Jews who were known to have property, and the Germans by means of extreme ill-

treatment extorted-money and jewellery from them.

A solemn warning was issued by Greek Orthodox Church authorities that if the

Germans persisted with their plan to send the Jews to theCrete ghetto, or if they

deported them to Poland, there would be a general uprising of the entire population

accordingly the plan was abandoned. Instead the Jews were sent to a concentration

camp in the Macedonian Mountains, where they wore condemnedto forced labour - road-

building and farm work.

/Apparently
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Apparently 8,000 of these Jews reached the concentration camp,
for in

October various Greek quisling newspapers reported that of that number some

1,200 had been fettered and thrown into prison because they attempted to

escape and join the guerrillas operating from mountain bases.

LUXEMBOURG

Recorded Jewish history in Luxembourg dates back to the thirteenth century.

Her permanent Jewish settlement in modern times, however, began with the

Revolution, At the same time, Jews also received complete equality, a principle

continued by the Constitution of 1868, Judaism, like the Christian religion,

is officially recognised by the State, and the Rabbi of the Grand Duchy is a

State official.

In 1935 there were 3,144 Jews in Luxembourg, About two-thirds of them were

cf foreign birth, mainly refugees from Germany, They were concentrated in the

capital city of Luxembourg and in two other towns.

The treatment of this small community in Luxembourg is typical of the

hopeless misery which has befallen most Jews in Europe. At the outset of the

war, on the 10th May, 1940, the native Jewish population numbered about 2,300, and

the refugees from Germany who had been allowed to sojourn in the Grand Duchy

numbered 600, Shortly after the German occupation and after the armistice with

France, a German Civil Administration was set up and full application of the

Anti-Jewish laws enforced. Refugees who had left Germany "illegally" were thrown

into concentration camps. Others, especially Austrian refugees, were allowed to

leave as their emigration papers were in order.

A number of well-to-do Luxembourg Jews had left Luxembourg before May 10

1940 (date of the invasion) and about 600 left the Grand Duchy the very day of

the invasion.

"Aryanization" began with the registration of the Jews on May 31, 1940,

A decree of September 5, 1940, introduced the entire German anti-Jewish

legislation, (it has to be remembered in this connection that Germany regards

Luxembourg as "incorporated in the Greater Reich"; hence laws applying to German

citizens also apply, in the main, to the citizens of Luxembourg), The decree

of December 19, 1940 and of February 7 and 18, 1941, dealt with the registration
and confiscation cf the property of Jews, On December 18, 1940 Rabbi Robert

Serebrenik, who represented the Jewish community before the Nazi Government

received an order to the effect that all Jews must leave the country within two

weeks.

Thanks to the j oint efforts of the Grand Duchess and the Jewish relief

organisations, particularly the American Joint Distribution Committee (J.D.C.),
over 2,000 Jews succeeded in leaving Luxembourg, Of the remaining 338 were

shipped to Poland., and about 100 left the country illegally. Old and infirm

Jews to a total of 334 were left behind; these/were segregated, mainly in a former

convent. The Jewish consistory administered the :.r affairs and acted as the

intermediary between the Jews and the Gestapo. The humaneness of the local

peasantry was shown by the aid they rendered to the Jews; but for their

assistance few of these Jews would-have been able to survive their ordeal. The

Jewish communitymwas finally liquidated by the deportation of the remaining

300 Jews on July 28, 1942, to the fortress cf Theresienstadt in BohemiaMoravia.

In a message to a meeting called in New York on 21 July, 1942, to protest
against Hitler atrocities, M. Hugh le Gallais, Minister of Luxembourg, said;

"On the occasion of the demonstration organised against Hitler’s atrocities,
I express wholeheartedly the sympathy and admiration of the Luxembourg Government

towards the resisting and martyrized Jewish peoples in Na i Europe and the hope
that their executioners, after the victory, will not escape the just punishment
awaiting all the German war criminals.

"I know the intolerable sufferings of my own Jewish fellow—citizens cruelly
expelled from their homes and their homeland by the cruel oppressor of my country.
In their agony they had the complete help and sympathy of the Luxembourg Government

and the Luxembourg population - itself victim of Hitler’s barbarity.

/"Martyrdom
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"Martyrdom has never been in vain. The systematic and planned martyrdom

inflicted on the Jewish peoples, showing how German barbarity acts against

defenceless men, women and chilren, and how it would act in case of German victory,

has brought to millions of people throughout the world inspiration in their fight

against a common enemy.

"The cause of the persecuted Jewish communities is the cause of the civilised

world",

THE NETHERLANDS

For a few months after the conquest of the Netherlands, the Germans did

not interfere in the domestic affairs of the Dutch, and the Jews were left alone.

Holland has always been an asylum for persecuted peoples, and when in the fifteenth

century the Spanish inquisition started another Jewish pogrom, the Netherlands

received them, Holland's 180,000 Jews have always lived on terms of complete

equality with the Dutch people; in fact they have become completely identified

with then. They have intermarried, and far from/forming a separate community they have

taken their place in whatever station of life they had achieved. They lived

for the greater part inAmsterdam; it was Amsterdam which gave them sanctuary in

the early days.

The German occupiers issued the first anti-Jewish decrees in September 1940,

when promotion and appointment of Jews in the civil services was prohibited.

In November of the same year these decrees were made more severe: Jews and

people of Jewish descent, many thousands, wore dismissed from the civil service.

At the same time Jewish directors of large companies, private and utility, were

dismissed from their posts.

In February 1941, the Germans introduced the first full scales anti-Jewish

measures. The Dutch population replied with a general strike, which brought life

in Amsterdam, Zaandam, Utrecht, Hilversum, Rotterdam, and a lot of other places to

a standstill for days. The Germans had to issue a decree threatening with capital

punishment everyone who cared to strike. They had to use machine guns in the

streets before the strike was ended.

From the moment the Germans entered Holland there has been a struggle between

the occupiers and the population about the fundamental rights for Dutchmen to live

in freedom of thought and religion. Not only on the Jewish question, but also

regarding all other measures the Germans introduced, the feelings between the

occupied power and the population grew more strained. In March, 1942, the Germans

suddenly seized 1200 Jews from the Amsterdam streets and transported them to

Mauthauser, where they were put to work in sulphur mines without the necessary

protection of gas masks, etc. In a couple of weeks 800 had died from the poisoned

atmosphere in the mines, and of the rest only few could be kept alive. When this

news became known in Holland it aroused large scale protests.

Subsequently the Germans announced that the Nuremburg laws would also apply to

the Netherlands, end from that tine onwards Jews were compelled to wear the yellow
Star of David and were forbidden to visit places of public assembly, or amusement.

They were also forbidden to use public transport, and special hours were set aside

for their shopping, .Jewish doctors, dentists and journalists were only allowed to

be employed in occupations in which they would have to deal only with people of

their own faith, Jewish children are forbidden to attend schools other than those

specifically set aside for them. These were hopelessly inadequate, so that many

Jewish children are deprived of all education.

By the autumn of 1941 more than 70,000 businesses belonging to Jews had been

"Aryanised" - in effect stolen by the Germans appointed to administer them.

All these measures were accompanied by that mediaeval cruelty and wanton

persecution of individuals which is a characteristic of the Third Reich,

On July 13th, 1942, the Germans adopted a still more infamous policy. On that

day a start was made with a scheme whichwill in time clear the Netherlands of Jews,

Sixty thousand Jews between the ages of 18 and 40 were to be deported at the rate

of 600 a day, each one being allowed to take only 33 lbs, of luggage. Their

destination was Eastern Europe where, under the usual indescribable conditions, they
will labour for the Herrenvolk, They have to leave behind then all their possessions,
and if these are worth while a representative of Goering picks out the best for

his master.

/On
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On many a day the Gruene Polizei swoop down on unfortunate Jews in the streets;

they are loaded into vans and taken straight away to the railway stations for

deportation* It is the avowed intention of the Germans to see to it that by the

end of 1943 there will not be a single Jew left in the Netherlands,

The reaction of the Dutch people is what might be expected of a people used to

tolerance and respect for other people’s convictions. The Germans have to provide

special guards at the railway stations to prevent the population from getting out

of hand.

The story of the resistance of the Dutch against these un-Dutch anti-Jewish

measures imposed on then by the Germans, is not complete without mentioning the

heroic role played by the Dutch Churches, Catholic as well as Protestant, and

thousands of priests of these Churches launched official and personal protests

against these measures, quite a number .being imprisoned for these protests*

NORWAY

According to the last pre-war census, there were 1,400 professing Jews in

Norway, including non, women and children, out of a total Norwegian population of

approximately 2,900,000. This insignificant Jewish minority had never constituted

a "Jewish problem" : the Jews were regarded in the same way as other Norwegians,

and there wore no discriminatory laws against them.

During the period immediately after the occupation of Norway, the Norwegian

and German Nazis did not initiate’ any systematic or official campaign against the

Jews* On the 5th February, 1942, however, Vidkun Quisling, in his new capacity

of "Minister President" of Norway, decreed the abrogation of the paragraph in the

Norwegian Constitution which allows people of Jewish faith to enter and leave Norway

freely and to become Norwegian citizens. The acts of individual Hirdmen (Quisling

stormtroopers), including the beating up of Jews, the smashing of their shop

windows, and the painting up of anti-Semitic slogans, were thus given official

sanction.

Not until the autumn of 1942, however, did the anti-Semitic campaign approach
its culmination. In October, the Nazi-inspired press began a new propaganda

campaign against the Jews, and the official organ of the Hird, "Hirdmannen", demanded

a "definite solution of the Jewish problem". During the reign of terror in

Trondheim, from 6th—l2th October, all male Jews over 16 in the district were

arrested. On October 23 the propaganda campaign attained a new pitch of frenzy

when it was reported that a frontier policeman, Arne Hvam, had been shot dead in a

railway carriage by three men, two of whom were said to be Jews, Not only were all

the Jews on the train arrested, but the incident served as a pretext further to

intensify anti-Jew action*

Four days later, on the 27th October, Quisling issued a decree confiscating

the entire property of all Jews throughout Norway, Already on the previous day

the mass arrest of all male Jews over 15 in Oslo had been effected, and during the

following days these arrests wore extended to the whole of Norway, Many Jewish

families were turned out on the streets, and even sick patients in sanatoria wero

arrested and taken away. House searches were carried out with extreme brutality*

The Jews arrested in Oslo were sent to Bredtvedt concentration camp, whilst many

more wore sent to a special camp at Sem, near Toensberg, Quisling's policemen
and stormtroopers were the actual instruments used for this action, but behind

them stood the German Gestapo chief, Rediess, and his assistants. On November 17,
a decree was issued ordering all "half" and "quarter" Jews to report to the police.

The quisling "Ministry" of the Interior was authorised to decide who was and who

was not a Jew,

The climax came on the 26th November, when the remaining Jews in Oslo -

mostly women, children and old men - were arrested, A hundred taxis were

requisitioned for the purpose, and at 4.30 a.m. Jaws were -dragged from their beds

and driven to Oslo docks, where they were stowed on board a 9,000 ton vessel, to-

gether with about 500 Jews who had been brought from the concentration camp at

Toensberg, The roughly 1,000 Jews on this ship are thought to be on their way to

Poland.

/Further
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Further deportations are expected, as the official Nazi policy appears to be to

expel all Jews from Norway and to treat then as the Jews in Eastern Europe have been

treated. Collections have been started in various places for the few Jews who arc

still in Norway, but the police have been ordered to confiscate all such collections

and arrest the people responsible.

POLAND

From the very first moment of the occupation of Poland by the Germans, tho Jews

have been the object of especial persecution, Murder and robbery have been the order

of the day.

During the first few months persecution was limited to forced labour for all,

coupled with the obligation to close accounts, wear a distinguishing patch, register
entire property, and so on. By November 1939 Jews were removed from particular
streets of towns, but it was not until November 1, 1940, that a proper ghetto was

organised in Warsaw. Sixteen days later Jews were forbidden to leave its walls;
disobedience was punishable at first by a fine of 1,000 zlotys and three months

imprisonment, Later by sentence of death. This death sentence was imposed in a

considerable number of cases, persons often being shot on the spot after leaving the

ghetto walls. Officially the ghetto, contained, 433,000 people; the actual number at

any one time frequently exceeded500,000, persons having been transferred from other

localities.

In the Warsaw ghetto, and indeed in all the other ghettos, conditions were

appalling. In some houses up to 1,000 persons lived; individual rooms accomodated an

average of 13 persons. Only about 45 per cent of the population of the Warsaw ghetto

were left with any means of livelihood, receiving assistance from Jewish Boards; the

remainder fed themselves as best they could by smuggling. All children were

definitely under-nourished, and the entire Jewish community were permitted only half

the amount of food Christian communities received (which represents about one-eighth
of the quantities of bread, potatoes and meat consumed per head in pre-war Poland).

The purpose of the regulation enforcing these conditions is clearj to liquidate
the Jews in cold blood, in accordance with stated principles of Nazi policy.

It was inevitable that typhus and many other diseases took heavy toll of the

starved and the semi-starved. Before the war the death-rate amongst the Jewish

population in Poland was lower than amongst the Christians; now it is sixteen times

higher.

This terrible plan of systematic murder by means, of starvation and disease was

considered too slow by the Germans, however, for in March 1942 more direct methods of

annihilation were instituted. Himmler, after a stay in Warsaw, issued an order that

one-half of the Polish Jews were to be killed in the course cf one year.

In pursuance of this order, deportations of the Jewish population from the ghetto

were begin on August 17. At first six to seven, thousand people were removed daily;

later the figure rose to about ten thousand. Smaller ghettos were dealt with

similarly at the same time. In the meantime a special "Vernichtungskommand
o"

(Extermination Commando) had been organised and trained in murder beforehand in

Germany.

The means employed in deporting from the ghetto all those who survive the

murders and shootings in the streets exceeds all imagination. In particular, children,
old people, and those too weak for work are murdered. Actual data concerning the fate

of deportees is not to hand, but news is available -- irrefutable news -- that places
of execution have been organised at Chelm and Belzec, where those who survive the

shootings are murdereden masse by means of electrocution and lethal gas,

The Germans have, in fact, transformed Poland into one vast centre for murdering

Jews, not only those of Polish nationality, but those of other European nationalities

also.

The Christian population of Poland is quite, cut off officially from any sort of

contact with the Jewish population, nevertheless they try to give every possible help,

Tho Polish underground Press and other underground movements not only condemn these

crimes most bitterly, but also supply all information and forward appeals, through the

Polish Government in London, to public opinion. The Polish Government, from motives

/of common humanity.
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of common humanity and in answer to these appeals, has taken every possible step to

bring such cruelties and bestialities, unique in the history of mankind, to the

notice of the world.

YUGOSLAVIA

Before 6th April, 1941, the date of the German armed attack on Yugoslavia,
Yugoslav Jewry numbered about 80,000 persons, together with upwards of6,000 Jewish

refugees from Czechoslovakia, Poland and Germany. The Jews of Serbia, whether

Ashkenazim or Sephardim, have throughout Serbian history shared the fortunes of and

worked with the Serbian people. In Bosnia and Herzegovina too, which was only under

Austro-Hungarian rule from 1908-1918, the position of the Jews was particularly
happy. In the other territories of Yugoslavia, Croatia and Slovenia (also formerly
Austro-Hungarian) Jewry was content, for the current of anti-semitism inherited from

the Austro-Hungarian Empire was confined to small reactionary sections of the

middle classes.

The fate of Yugoslav Jerry since 6th April 1941 must therefore be viewed accord-

ing to the fate of the district in which any particular community lived. .In terri-

tories annexed by Bulgaria, Hungary, Germany or Italy, the laws of those countries

concerning them have fallen upon the Jews, (The territory annexed by Albania suffers

the same.fate, as that annexed by Italy,} The same applies, to territories-occupied by

Italy of Germany. The order is - extermination* .

But the independent State of Croatia under Pavelitch and Occupied Serbia,
administered by General Neditch, constitute, the larger and more significant part of

Yugoslavia, . For those two important areas our information is as follows:

In Bosnia, and Herzegovina, Jews have suffered not only because they are Jews,
but also for their traditional loyalty to the Yugoslav cause. But in ether parts of

'independent ' Croatia, the extermination has been Just as thorough. It was in the

hands of a special section, of the Croatian Ustasha or fascist guards. That special
section closed down on 15th June 1941 - its task was completed. Apart from those

who escaped to the forests and hills, and, a handful who for special reasons were

granted ' honorary Aryan status ', the Jews of Croatia had been annihilated.

In Serbia, the whole people were opposed to anti-semitism. It is characteristic
that tentative anti-Jewish measures, introduced by the pro-fascist Tsvetkovitch

government in 1939, were openly sabotaged by those who should have carried them out,
and protested against vigorously and spontaneously by the peasantry. Therefore it is

hot Surprising to find that General Neditch twice applied, in August 1941, for

permission to deal with the Jewish problem, explaining that violent Gestapo measures

could only recoil on the Germans themselves.

Neditch ' s request was, of course, rejected on the grounds that the Serbian

people was not civilised enough to be trusted to deal with the Jews. The Jews were

to be dealt with by a -,special section of the .Gestapo, In February 1942, this

organisation carried cut its last task by exterminating by lethal gas the few score

remaining Jewish women and children kept in the Sajmiste camp. In March, with some

pomp and ceremony, its offices too were closed. Its mission also had been

accomplished.

The majority - 99 per cent. - of Yugoslav Jews, and those who had taken, refuge in

Yugoslavia, are new dead. About 1,000 have remained alive, though almost all under

conditions of internment, their lives in imminent danger. Of this number, 220 only

have reached the outer world. The details of the bestial cruelty and sadism, by

which the 85,000 others were slaughtered, achieve a degree of horror which numbs

the mind.

INTER-ALLIED INFORMATION COMMITTEE
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